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Abstract—Recent increase in demand for next-to-source data
processing and low-latency applications has shifted attention
from the traditional centralized cloud to more distributed models
such as edge computing. In order to fully leverage these models it
is necessary to decentralize not only the computing resources but
also their management. While a decentralized cloud has various
inherent advantages, it also introduces different challenges with
respect to coordination and collaboration between resources. A
large-scale system with multiple administrative entities requires
an overlay network which enables data and service localization
based only on a partial view of the network. Numerous existing
overlay networks target different properties but they are built
in a generic context, without taking into account the specific
requirements of a decentralized cloud. In this paper we identify
some of these requirements and introduce Koala, a novel overlay
network designed specifically to meet them.
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Fig. 1: Envisioned Discovery infrastructure based on Renater1 .

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent technological developments in IoT, data analytics
and latency-sensitive applications have pointed out the limitations of the centralized cloud model [16]. Unprecedented
volumes of data are generated at the edge of the network
and need to be pre-processed at once in order to propagate
only aggregated results for further processing [17]. Additionally, latency-sensitive applications, such as augmented reality,
demand physically close processing resources in order to be
usable. However, current centralized clouds fail to meet these
demands. Data is directly transferred to a central processing
entity which is often distant from their source. This results in
both high bandwidth usage and increased latency.
In order to overcome these issues, increasingly more research is being devoted to alternative architectures such as
edge computing. The edge architecture aims at providing
distributed computing resources at the edge of the network,
close to where data is generated. However, to this day there
is no actual cloud implementation based on such architecture.
An emerging research focus consists in capturing the right
design requirements for an implementation that can fully take
advantage of this architecture.
In particular, the Discovery project [1] considers adding
some computing resources in each Point of Presence (PoP)
of existing backbone networks, by transforming them into
small datacenters, as shown in Figure 1. However, Discovery’s
authors argue that just by having resources close to the
users does not fully leverage locality if the management of

these resources is still centralized. Therefore, they propose to
decentralize the cloud management too.
In contrast to traditional clouds, in decentralized clouds
there is no single controller node having an overall view of
all compute nodes. Each node may act as a controller or as a
compute node, and has only a partial view of the network. In
order to provide decentralized management, such as service
localization or workflow management, these nodes need to
collaborate and coordinate their actions. This can be done by
means of an overlay network. However, this overlay needs
to comply with the same principles of cloud decentralization
mentioned earlier: reducing network utilization and latency.
In traditional overlays [20, 22], nodes build their routing
tables by actively searching for their ideal entries. In addition,
even when the overlay is built, continuous background maintenance protocols make sure that the overlay remains updated
despite nodes joining or leaving the network. Proactive overlay
building and maintenance introduces a significant cost in terms
of network utilization, and worse yet, this traffic does not
serve any functional purpose for the application using the
overlay. Various existing overlays also implement latencyaware routing. Nonetheless, this implementation is mostly
based on gossiping or active probing of multiple nodes in order
to select the ones with a lower latency.
1 The
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We propose Koala, an overlay network that eliminates
dedicated overlay maintenance traffic, while still providing
latency-aware routing. The main idea is to adapt the overlay
maintenance to the application needs. In other words, nodes
build and maintain the overlay using only application traffic. If
the application stops, the overlay maintenance stops too. We
do this by piggybacking network information in application
messages. Similarly to Symphony [11], Koala nodes use the
Kleinberg distribution [6] to identify their ideal routing table
entries, but they do not actively search for the corresponding
nodes. They rather wait to discover them as more application
traffic passes through them. Additionally, Koala provides a
lazy approach for implementing latency-based routing. When
choosing the next step for a message, nodes use a decision
function which is based on a trade-off between greedy logical
routing and latency-based routing. Finally, we propose three
alternatives for taking into account the edge topology where
nodes are organized in small datacenters (as in Figure 1).
The idea is to integrate this information within our overlay
by means of node identifiers in order to avoid high interdatacenter latency by forcing intra-datacenter routing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents Koala’s related work. Section III presents the
underlying mechanisms of Koala. Section IV presents some
preliminary results. Section V concludes and discusses our
on-going work.

node in its own group and one to a node in √
every other group.
Routing tables in Kelips have a size in O( N ), where N is
the number of nodes. Kelips relies on gossiping to discover
such nodes, incurring an important, periodic traffic. ZeroHop DHT (ZHT) [10] reduces the diameter to O(1) through
direct knowledge of every node from every node, making each
message delivery a 0-hop or 1-hop process. While a complete
view of the network is viable on nodes within a cluster of
a few thousand nodes, the efficiency of such an approach at
a larger scale is questionable, regarding its maintenance cost.
We devised Koala considering that such a cost is not tolerable
and mostly useless when there is no application traffic.
C. Latency-awareness
Latency-awareness is introduced into overlays primarily
through (i) topology-aware overlay construction, (ii) topologyaware neighbor selection, and (iii) proximity routing [2].
Topology-aware overlay construction consists in choosing
logical neighbours according to their physical proximity. Fluidify [19] follows a similar path as it updates the logical
identifiers according to the identifiers of physically close
nodes. A similar technique is used also by Vivaldi [3], but for
determining node coordinates. In contrast to Fluidify, which
receives latencies from an underlying gossip protocol, Vivaldi
uses application traffic, and therefore is lazier.
Topology-aware neighbor selection consists in choosing the
physically closest node among viable candidates. This is done
only when there is some flexibility to fill a given entry of
the routing table. Therefore, T-Chord [14] relaxes Chord’s
constraints for having a link at a precise distance, by allowing
a range of values around this distance. In this way, links with
the lowest latency which satisfy the logical constraints are
selected for each entry. However, similar to Fluidify, T-Chord
is based on the same gossip mechanism. In Pastry [20] instead,
nodes obtain lazily low-latency neighbors during the joining
phase but then need to actively update them at a second stage.
Proximity routing consists in taking routing decisions not
only according to the remaining logical distance to the destination, but also on the delay of the next hop. It is the
lightest approach, since it does not require any routing table
modification. This approach has been adopted by Hypeer [21],
which aims at introducing latency-awareness in Chord by
changing the order of its hops. Its authors show that by making
Chord choose the next hop based also on latency improves its
overall performance. Koala also uses this technique due to its
lightness, but is more flexible than Hypeer as it is not restricted
by the order of hops.

II. R ELATED W ORK
This paper discusses the design of an overlay network
matching the requirements of an edge computing platform
comprising resources that are geographically-dispersed and organized in small data-centers. Overlay networks are generally
classified into two categories, namely structured and unstructured. While structured overlays have strong guarantees on
the logical distance between nodes, they rely on costly maintenance mechanisms. In contrast, unstructured overlays exhibit
less formal guarantees but incur a less extreme maintenance
cost, especially under high churn.
A. Flexibility in routing tables
Early structured overlay networks such as Chord [22],
Pastry [20] or Kademlia [13] exhibit a diameter logarithmic to
the size of the network. This is enforced through strict rules on
how routing tables are filled. Nonetheless, it has been shown
that some flexibility can be introduced in routing tables, as
advocated by Symphony [11], where routing tables are filled
with randomly (yet carefully) chosen links. At the cost of
an estimation of the size of the network, Symphony exhibits
a routing complexity similar to Chord. Our proposal, Koala,
builds upon this idea of a flexible choice to fill routing tables
but advances it towards a lazy creation of these tables.

D. The unstructured approach to dissemination
Scamp [4], HyParView [9] and CLON [12], focus on building overlay networks specialized in disseminating a message
within a group of nodes. In particular, CLON targets a multicloud environment and introduces some locality-awareness by
favoring local nodes while building the views. Other works
focus on creating links between nodes with similar contents,
assuming that they serve similar queries [7].

B. Reducing the diameter of the overlay
A series of works deal with enriching routing tables to
reduce the routing complexity. Kelips [5] organizes nodes in
groups of fixed size, each node keeping one link to every
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Message dissemination does not require a structured overlay, and can be achieved using gossip-based communication,
provided that nodes keep a relevant partial view of the
network. While oriented towards the maintenance of overlay
networks, such approaches are not suitable for point-to-point
routing, which is the target of this paper.

on a continuous version of the Kleinberg distribution. This
distribution defines the probability forR a node to pick a long
M
link at a distance d as follows: p[d] = 1 1/(d ln(M )), where
M is the maximal logical distance in the system and d varies
from 1 to M . Note that this distribution favors closer IDs
over distant ones. Koala’s routing is bidirectional. Thus, the
distance between two IDs is the smallest of the two distances,
calculated in both directions. Therefore, the maximal distance
is half of the ring, so M = 2m−1 and d varies from 1 to 2m−1 .
By repeatedly generating random numbers using this probability distribution function, we obtain the logical distances
at which the IDs of the long links should be from the ID of
the node itself. We, then, convert these distances into IDs by
randomly either adding or subtracting them to the ID of the
node modulo 2m . The obtained IDs constitute the IIDs for the
long links of a node. Nodes do not actively search for their
ideal long links, but rather wait to learn about the existence
of nodes with IDs that are close to their generated IIDs. The
number of long links is configurable, but we opt for a multiple
of m: N rll = C ∗ m, where C is a small constant so as to
keep a routing table logarithmic in the size of the network.

E. Laziness
Several studies target the reduction of the maintenance cost.
Kademlia [13] limits the overlay’s maintenance cost by leveraging application traffic. It piggybacks contact information
in queries, but in a limited fashion: a message includes its
sender’s ID, allowing recipients to record it. In a slightly different context, Relax-DHT [8] reduces maintenance cost of data
stored in a structured overlay, by relaxing the invariant that
each data block is replicated on the k closest nodes of a block’s
root, thus avoiding the need for a systematic rearrangement of
blocks whenever a node joins or leaves. In contrast to Koala,
Relax-DHT does not deal with the maintenance of the network
structure itself, which still relies on periodic exchanges. Yet in
another context, lazy learning based on application traffic was
explored to optimize the placement of multiple collaborating
virtual machines in a Cloud environment [18].

B. Joining and lazily discovering the network
As detailed above, a joining node is assigned a random ID,
say q. Based on this ID, it defines the IIDs for each of its
long links, but without specifying their associated IDs or IP
addresses. The only IP address it knows is the one of a contact
node b (commonly called the bootstrap node) already in the
network. The join procedure starts by sending a request to b.
Based on a routing strategy discussed later, b forwards the
request to other nodes until it reaches a potential neighbor p
of q. At that point, p contacts q and they will exchange routing
table information. From this exchange, q learns about its other
neighbor s and performs the same exchange with it in order
to place itself correctly in the ring, between p and s.
During a routing table exchange, nodes also look for potential long links. A node compares the IDs from the received
entries against the IIDs of each local entry. In case a received
ID is closer to the IID of a local entry than the current ID
associated with that entry, then the new ID will replace the
current one, and so will the IPs. On a joining node, when its
entries have no IDs yet, the first received entry fills the empty
fields (ID, IP) of all the local entries. During such an exchange
the RTT value is set to a default value Ldef which may not
reflect the actual RTT, but it gets soon updated to a real value
once a message with that entry is exchanged.
Long links are also discovered while routing application
requests. Routed messages are enriched with information about
nodes present in the network. This information derives from
two sources: the path of the message, and the routing tables
of the nodes along this path. The second source improves the
diversity of information coming from the first one, since it
does not strictly depend on the path itself. The way it works
is as follows: each message contains in its payload a structure
similar to the routing table of a node, but with a small size
in order to limit the payload overhead. Upon initialization, a

III. P ROTOCOL
A. The basic structure
Koala is a ring-based protocol. Nodes are assigned unique
m-bit IDs which are generated through a cryptographic hash
function whose values are uniformly distributed in the circular
identifier space. Each node has a routing table which is
composed of (i) neighbors and (ii) long links. Neighbors are
nodes with successor and predecessor IDs in the identifier
space, thus forming the ring. The number of neighbors can
be configured based on a trade-off between resilience and
maintenance cost. Given our focus on low maintenance cost,
we commonly use 4 neighbors (2 predecessors, 2 successors).
Long links are nodes with IDs that vary in distance from the
ID of the node itself and allow shortcuts in the ring. For each
entry in the routing table Koala maintains: the logical ID on
the ring, the IP address, the Round Trip Time (RTT) to this
node, and another field, called the ideal ID (IID), which we
explain later. Figure 2 shows an example of a node and its
routing table.
node ID: 0
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Fig. 2: A small Koala network (m=4), with the routing table
for node 0 (2 neighbors and 4 long links).
The choice of long links is crucial for routing performance.
Similarly to Symphony [11], Koala selects long links based
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Fig. 3: Approaches for taking datacenter division into account. (Long links are not shown)

message generates random IIDs uniformly for its entries, in
contrast to nodes, which use the Kleinberg distribution. When
reaching a node, the message and the node will exchange their
routing tables in the same way nodes do between them. Thus,
at each step, a message will find IDs which are closer to its
IIDs and will feed them to the next destination which might
find this information useful for improving its long links.

D. Static topology-awareness in edge clouds
The latency-aware routing described above is an example of
discovering dynamically lower latency paths between any two
nodes. Given our context, where nodes are organized in datacenters, dynamic discovery is useful when these nodes reside
in different datacenters (inter-datacenter routing) because the
physical path between them is not known. In case these two
nodes reside in the same datacenter (intra-datacenter routing),
discovering dynamically a path between them is not necessary
because we already know that there is a direct physical link
between them. This information is statically provided by the
topology itself and we need to integrate it in our overlay.
We do this by slightly changing the way the node identifier
is assigned so that it reflects also the datacenter to which the
node belongs. In this way, we can distinguish between inter
and intra-datacenter routing policies. We have devised three
possible approaches for taking the edge topology into account,
namely: single-ring flat, hierarchical and multi-ring flat.
a) The single-ring flat approach: aims at assigning close
identifiers to nodes in the same datacenter, as shown in
Figure 3a. This is done by splitting the identifier space into
different equal-size intervals, each of which is reserved to only
one datacenter. The size of these intervals depends on a rough
estimation of the maximum number of nodes per datacenter.
Note that this approach requires to increase the size m of the
identifier for supporting the same system size.
b) The hierarchical approach: consists in splitting the
identifier in two parts. One which identifies the datacenter and
the other one which identifies the node within that datacenter.
In this approach all the nodes in the same datacenter know
each other directly. However, inter-datacenter routing is handled by a leader node which acts as a gateway for all the other
nodes, as shown in Figure 3b (leader in white). Neighbors
and long links are selected based on the datacenter part of the
identifier. This approach provides a smaller ring diameter and
requires less links to be lazily maintained. Nevertheless, it is
not very robust as the leader is a single point of failure and it
requires additional mechanisms (such as replication and leader
election algorithms) to be resilient.
c) The multi-ring flat approach: is very similar to the
hierarchical one except that there is no leader. In this case,
all the nodes provide inter-datacenter routing (Figure 3c).

C. Latency-aware routing
The Kleinberg distribution yields a logarithmic complexity
in terms of hops when a greedy algorithm is used. Although
the number of hops is a significant factor for determining the
delivery time of the message, the cost of each hop is relevant
too. A message can be delivered faster using many cheap hops
rather than a few expensive ones.
A purely greedy algorithm selects the next step based
only on the minimization of the remaining logical distance.
On the other hand, a purely latency-based algorithm selects
the cheapest entry in terms of RTT, but on the condition
that it also reduces (even slightly) the logical distance. This
latter condition is added in order to guarantee the correctness
of the algorithm. We investigate an algorithm which takes
into consideration both factors, namely logical distance and
physical distance (in terms of RTT). This simple algorithm
examines all the entries in the routing table and it gives a
rating to each of them using the following formula:
Rentry = 1/(α ∗ d(entry.ID, dest.ID) + (1 − α) ∗ norm(entry.RT T ))

(1)

where d(entry.ID, dest.ID) is the remaining logical distance
if we choose this entry, norm() is a normalization function
which converts the value of RTT into the same scale as the
logical distance, and α is a coefficient which determines the
weight of each of the factors. The entry with the highest rating
R is selected. This function provides a tool for determining
if getting as logically close as possible to the destination can
justify its cost in terms of latency, and conversely if going to
the closest node justifies this potentially extra hop. An α =
1 results in a purely greedy algorithm, and an α = 0 in a
purely latency-based one. Any other value of α in the interval
(0, 1) represents a trade-off between the two factors and can
potentially reduce the overall routing latency.
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This approach is more robust than the hierarchical one as it
distributes the load more evenly. It has the same ring diameter,
but it might require more application traffic for each node to
find its ideal long links. In addition, it enables nodes within
the same datacenter to collaborate with each other in order to
provide a more efficient inter-datacenter routing.

nodes discover their long links using both ways: by exchanging routing tables with their immediate neighbors (on join)
and by searching the piggybacked information of messages
passing through them. We notice that the discovered links are
sufficiently close to the Kleinberg distribution for delivering a
logarithmic complexity. In the second phase, after cycle 1000,
nodes use only piggybacking to further improve their long
links. Hence, we notice a gradual reduction of both latency
and number of hops.
b) Latency-aware routing: In this experiment we demonstrate the effect of taking hops latency into account when
routing a message, as described in III-C. The experimental
setup is similar to the first experiment, except that we consider
a network where all the nodes have already joined. Therefore,
at each cycle we just route. For our evaluations we take into
account only the last 1000 cycles, since learning is more
stabilized at that point. We compare the latency and the hops
for α = 1, meaning that hop latency is not taken into account,
and α = 0.5, meaning that hop latency and logical distance
are equally taken into account. Figure 5 shows the result of
this comparison.

IV. P RELIMINARY RESULTS
We evaluate Koala using PeerSim [15], a cycle-based simulator which introduces one or more events at each cycle.
An event can be either a node joining or a node sending a
message to another one. For the underlying physical topology
we generate a two-dimensional random graph with a small
vertex degree (around 2 on average) based on the Waxman
model [23]. Each vertex of this graph represents a datacenter
which consists of multiple nodes. The latency between two
directly linked datacenters is a function of the Euclidean
distance between them. The simulated latency between nodes
in the same datacenter is set to a random number between 0.05
and 0.5 ms. We conducted three experiments to evaluate each
of the concepts we introduced earlier: lazy network discovery,
latency-awareness and static topology-awareness.
a) Lazy network discovery: In this experiment we observe the gradual creation of the Koala overlay as nodes
join the network and communicate with each other. We focus
particularly on the inter-datacenter routing, and therefore we
assume only one node in each datacenter. In other words, the
approaches discussed in III-D are not applicable (or indistinguishable). We consider a network of 1000 datacenters/nodes
(m = 10), where each node has 4 neighbors (2 successors,
2 predecessors) and 40 long links (C = 4). We do not take
latency into account in this experiment (α = 1). At each cycle
a node joins the network and a message is routed from a
random source to a random destination. Consequently, after
cycle 1000 all the nodes have joined, so from that point on
(until cycle 10,000) we only perform routing operations. After
each cycle we measure the latency and the number of hops
for the routed message. We show the results in Figure 4.
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Time (cycles)

10000

0

5000

α=1.0

α=0.5

0

α=1.0

α=0.5

We notice that even though the average number of hops
increases when α = 0.5, the overall average latency decreases.
Despite the small rate of improvement, this is an important
observation as it encourages us to investigate further on the
criteria we use for selecting entries in the routing table. Until
now we have considered only long links which are selected
based on their logical distance distribution. We suspect that
selecting entries with a small latency might increase the rate
of improvement as the rating function (1) would have more
diversity of choice.
c) Static topology-awareness: In this experiment we
show some preliminary results regarding the three approaches
discussed in III-D: single-ring flat (SR-flat), multi-ring flat
(MR-flat) and hierarchical. We consider a system of 1000
datacenters, each consisting of 100 nodes. The experiment
setup is the same as the previous one (with α = 0.5). However,
we increase the number of cycles to the number of nodes in the
system and we take into account only the last 10,000 cycles.
At each cycle, all the three versions of Koala are asked to route
a message from the same source to the same destination. We
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We observe that as more nodes join the network (until
cycle 1000, depicted in dashed lines), the average latency
and number of hops grow continuously. During this phase,
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measure the latency and the inter and intra-datacenter hops.
We show the results in Figure 6.
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additional links selected using different criteria. Finally, we
plan to devise a collaboration technique for the multi-ring flat
approach in order to further improve its performance.
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Fig. 6: Topology-awareness: comparison of approaches
Despite having a larger diameter and less links between
the nodes in the same datacenter, we observe that the singlering flat approach still delivers similar performance to the
other two approaches. This is due to the use of internal lowlatency hops before taking an external expensive hop to the
next datacenter. This is shown also in the right part of the
figure where the number of intra-datacenter hops is larger than
in the other two approaches. However, for this to work we
need to take latency into account. Therefore, the value of α
needs to be less than 1. The hierarchical approach delivers the
best performance as the leaders find quite fast their ideal long
links due to the high traffic which passes through them, but this
comes at the cost of being less robust. For the multi-ring flat
approach in this experiment we have not considered any intradatacenter collaboration for routing externally. We suspect that
such collaboration can improve significantly its performance.
Furthermore, adding some uniformly random links to each
node might increase the diversity of links within the datacenter
and improve even further the potential collaboration.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Decentralized management of edge clouds requires a network overlay which leverages locality and reduces network
utilization. Despite their benefits, current overlays have a
high cost on network utilization due to their periodic overlay
maintenance. In this paper we introduced Koala, a lazy overlay
network which minimizes maintenance costs by piggybacking
network information on the application traffic. Thus, if the
application stops the overlay maintenance stops too. Additionally, we showed how this overlay provides latency-aware
routing and takes into account the topology of an edge cloud.
Our preliminary results show that, for a uniform traffic, our
overlay delivers logarithmic complexity and reduces the overall latency by examining the cost of each hop. In addition, we
introduced three approaches for integrating datacenter locality
into our overlay and suggested a few techniques for improving
them. However, more experiments are required for determining
how different factors affect this overlay. We are currently
investigating further the impact of α and the inclusion of
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